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16th June 2022 (Thursday) – Hotel Hradná stráž, Conference Room
11:30 – 12:30

Registration

12:30 – 13:00

Opening and Welcome Address

13.00 – 13.30

Jozef Hudec (Aigyptos Foundation)
Opening Lecture on the Topoľčianky Manor House and its Connection to the
Habsburgs, Aegyptiaca and Lady Hilda Mary Isabel Petrie

Orientalist Painting
13.30 – 14.00

Gudrun Danzer (Graz)
Anna Lynker (1834–1928), a Little Known Orientalist Painter

14.00 – 14.30

Marta Herucová (Bratislava)
Edoardo Gelli’s “Oriental Woman” in Bratislava

14.30 – 15.00

Grzegorz First (Kraków)
Vienna and Polish Painters with Oriental and Ancient Inspirations

15.00 – 15.30

Coffee Break

History of Collections
15.30 – 16.00

Jan Ciglenečki & Lucija Čakš Orač (Celje / Ljubljana)
The Oriental Collection at the Jelše Mansion (Jelšingrad) in Southern Styria

16.00 – 16.30

Tomislav Kajfež & Miran Pflaum (Ljubljana)
Coptic Textiles from the Collection of the National Museum of Slovenia

18.00

Conference Dinner
Hotel Hradná stráž ****
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17th June 2022 (Friday) – Hotel Hradná stráž, Conference Room
Travelers and Travelogues
10.00 – 10.30

Vesna Kamin Kajfež (Ljubljana)
Anton Aškerc’s Travelogues to Orient

10.30 – 11.00

Martin Odler (Prague)
A Travelogue of Slovak Catholic Priest Štefan Kmeť “In the East” (1905)

11.00 – 11.30

Jaro Lajovic (Ljubljana)
Jurij Trunk – a Slovenian Priest’s Travel in Egypt 1906

11.30 – 13.00

Lunch

Egyptomania
13.00 – 13.30

Éva Liptay (Budapest)
A Unique Representation of Mumia Aegyptiaca in an Eighteenth Century
Pharmacy in Hungary

13.30 – 14.00

Eszter Feró & Andrea Fullér (Budapest)
Eosin Cat and Pyrogranite Sphinx - New Remarks on the Egyptianizing
Colors of the Zsolnay Factory

14.00 – 14.30

Ernst Czerny (Vienna)
The Amphora Ceramic Factory in Turn-Teplitz / Trnovany-Teplice and its
Contributions to Egyptian Revival in Central Europe

14.30 – 14.50

Coffee Break

15.00 – 16.00

Visit to the Topoľčianky Manor House
(Guided Tour in English)

18:00

Wine Tasting
(Optional, Extra Charge)
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18th June 2022 (Saturday) – Hotel Hradná stráž, Conference Room
Personalities
09:00 – 09:30

Jozef Hudec (Bratislava)
Egyptian Affinity of Baron Francis Révay (1835–1914)

09.30 – 10.00

Adéla Jůnová Macková (Prague)
Alois Musil and Financing of Czech Orientalist Studies in Prague

10.00 – 10.30

Agnes Woitzuck & Felix Höflmayer (Vienna)
Ernst Sellin: Theologist, Excavator, Networker

10.30 – 11.00

Coffee Break

11.00 – 11.30

Closing Remarks

11.30 – 13.00

Lunch

13.00 – 14.30

Visit to Hronský Beňadik
(Bus Transfer and Guided Tour in English, Optional, Extra Charge)

14.30 – 16.00

Visit to the Castle and Museum in Levice
(Bus Transfer and Guided Tour in English, Optional, Extra Charge)

19th June 2022 (Sunday)
10.00 – 16.00

Visit to Nitra
(Bus Transfer and Guided Tour in English, Optional, Extra Charge)

ca. 16.00

Departure
(Good Transfer Connection from Nitra to Bratislava and Beyond)
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The Conference Venue, Hotel Hradná stráž ****

The Conference Room, Hotel Hradná stráž ****
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Anna Lynker (1834-1928), a Little Known Orientalist
Painter
Gudrun Danzer
Ljubljana, Slovenia

Orientalist painting was very popular and highly en vogue in the second half of the 19th

century. As usual in the art world this movement too was dominated by male artists.
Though while researching women artists in Styria in the 19th and 20th centuries for an
exhibition project at Neue Galerie Graz (“Ladies First!” 2020/21) one woman orientalist
painter gained contours: Anna Lynker.
She lived in the household of the Austrian diplomat and internuntius of Constantinople,
Anton Prokesch-Osten, for many years. In the 1860ies she travelled with him in the Near
East and in Egypt where she painted landscapes and genre scenes. Around 30 of them
where published as lithographs in the extremly rare and splendid „Album of the Nile“.
Though there is a lot of literature on Prokesch-Osten, Lynker‘s name and art stayed fairly
unknown.
The presentation will give a survey of her biography and work. It will summarize what
different researchers found out: Recently mainly (art-)historians from Slovenia and
Croatia wrote on her for Lynker spent her late years in Opatija/Abbazia and some of
her watercolours are kept in the museums of Ljubljana. In addition it will be possible to
present some recent discoveries.

Keywords:

Orientalist Painting
Anton Prokesch-Osten
Woman Artist
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Edoardo Gelli’s “ Oriental Woman“ in Bratislava
Marta Herucová
Bratislava, Slovakia

A charming painting of an attractive woman with a narghilé and prayer beads is dated 1882.

It was in the art collection of Ján Nepomuk Batka (1845–1917) who was the city archivist,
music lover, Franz Liszt’s pen pal, and Freemason. Nowadays it is in the depository of
Bratislava City Gallery. It was never published.
The paper is focused on what is possible to say about this artwork and its author. Edoardo
Gelli (1852–1933) was active mostly in Florence and for some years in Vienna. There he
painted e.g. the portrait of the Emperor Franz Joseph. He is also known for the portrait of
the royal family of Siam (Thailand).

Keywords:

19th Century Oriental Painting
Edoardo Gelli
Oriental Woman
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Vienna and Polish Painters with Oriental and Ancient
Inspirations
Grzegorz First
Kraków, Poland

One of a natural choice for young artists from Poland after partitions (end of 18th century)

apart from Petersburg, Paris or Munich was Vienna. Habsburg capital attracted with a
relative liberal atmosphere and respectable artistic environment concentrated around the
Academy of Fine Arts. The individual and often political choices of those times coincided
with growing oriental specialism in the academic European painting, re-discovering of
Orient and archaeological progress in research on Ancient Near East. It results with new
inspirations and themes, taken by the artists in European Academies.
Although oriental inspirations were not new for Polish art, they were nevertheless connected
by history with Asian, especially Central Asian cultures. The contacts with Academies but
also individual fascinations and journeys brought modest but interesting new themes for
Polish artists, inspired by Nineteenth-century and Ancient Orient.

Keywords:

Orientalism in Painting
History of Rediscovering of Orient
Ancient and Oriental Heritage in 19th and 20th Centuries
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The Oriental Collection at the Jelše Mansion (Jelšingrad)
in Southern Styria
Jan Ciglenečki & Lucija Čakš Orač
Celje / Ljubljana, Slovenia

The Jelše Mansion (Jelšingrad), which was owned by the Counts of Gaisruck in the 17th

and 18th centuries, underwent ambitious architectural changes in the mid-19th century.
While the western courtyard facades and the garden retained their Baroque design, the
central eastern part was rebuilt in the Oriental style. The garden, with its organically
laid paths and groups of exotic shrubs, palms and trees, complemented the dynamics of
the new appearance, with added colonnades, piers, balconies, slender window openings
and horseshoe-shaped arcades. The unique oriental reconstruction was commissioned
by Baron Rudolf Oskar Gödel Lannoy (1814-1883), an Austro-Hungarian diplomat who
spent much of his life in the Middle East (Alexandria, Beirut, Istanbul). Around 1860, he
also exhibited a rich collection of ancient artefacts in the Moorish and Turkish-inspired
interiors of his mansion. The objects on display, which Lannoy had deliberately collected
during his travels in the Orient and south-eastern Europe, included not only “Oriental”
exhibits (weapons, ceramics, talismans, textiles etc.) but also numerous antiquities of
Egyptian, Mesopotamian and Greco-Roman art. Abandoned since 1974, the interior has
been ransacked and the three unique oriental ceilings, which are now in terminal decay,
testify to the exotic splendour of the former Jelšingrad. Based on various written sources,
archival material and supplemented by photographic material from the first half of the
20th century this paper analyses the origins and content of Lannoy’s collection, its place in
the overall Orientalist appearance of the mansion, and its fate after 1884, when the Jelše
mansion was handed over to new owners.

Keywords:

Rudolf Oskar Gödel Lannoy
Jelše Mansion (Jelšingrad)
Orientalist Architecture
Oriental Museum
Egyptian Antiquities
19th Century
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Coptic Textiles from the Collection of the National Museum
of Slovenia
Tomislav Kajfež & Miran Pflaum
Ljubljana, Slovenia

The collection of the picturesque Coptic textiles is certainly one that stands out from

the many collections of the National Museum of Slovenia. These 53 textiles are the work
of the Copts – the Christian population in Egypt. They testify to the wide variety of
supports and decorations adorning tunics, shawls, and upholstery from the 3rd century to
the period following the Arab conquests of Egypt in the late 7th century. At the initiative
of the curator Alfonz Müllner, the Provincial Museum of Carniola purchased them in 1890
from the painter Karl Blumauer from Linz, who acquired them from the leading collector
of Coptic textiles at that time, Dr Franz Bock.
Coptic textiles are kept and displayed in various museums worldwide and have been the
subject of numerous scientific researches, discussions and exhibitions. However, as new
scientific findings have brought about changes in some longstanding interpretations, the
experts of the National Museum of Slovenia have decided to re-examine and re-evaluate
the collection of Coptic textiles using modern scientific techniques and methods and to
present these beautiful, rare and invaluable artefacts to the public in the form of a
exhibition and a special publication.

Keywords:
Copts
Textiles
Slovenia
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Anton Aškerc’s Travelogues to Orient
Vesna Kamin Kajfež
Ljubljana, Slovenia

Anton Aškerc, Slovene poet, priest and archivist, wrote in 1908 in his letter to Pavel

Turner: »For all those people among us, who think that Slovenes should never look beyond
their homeland and that their artistic and mental horizon should not exceed the periphery
of the Carniolan sausage, of course, my latest booklet is not for them«. Until the beginning
of mass emigration in the second half of the 19th century, the spiritual horizons of most
of the Slovene population were narrow indeed. The number of travelogues describing
the Orient has multiplied especially in the first decade of the 20th century. The rapid
advancement of knowledge was brought about not only by our country‘s geographic
position on the borderline between the East and the West, between the mainland of Europe
and the Mediterranean sea, but also by changed economic and sociopolitical realtions at
home and abroad. Aškerc depicted the land of the pyramids in his travelogue Acropolis
and the Pyramids. Poetic Walks in the Orient (Ljubljana 1909). The paper will present
Aškerc‘s travelogues in the light of other European writers on the Orient, the perception
of Slovenes and the far East.

Keywords:

Istanbul
Travel-records
Fascination with the Orient
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A Travelogue of Slovak Catholic Priest Štefan Kmeť “In
the East” (1905)
Martin Odler
Prague, Czech Republic

The

subject of the paper is a travelogue of the Catholic priest Štefan Kmeť “In the
East,” which was published in Trnava in 1905, written in Slovak. He, and a group of other
priests, because of fear each of them equipped with a rifle, undertook a several-month
trip, especially to the Holy Land and Egypt. The author writes in the introduction: “I have
refrained from any exaggeration, pointless embellishment of the events and circumstances,
because I wanted to make the travelogue understandable for whoever neither travelled,
nor read travelogues yet.” On the way, the group successively visited Belgrade, Sofia,
Istanbul, Athens, Izmir, Beirut, and many sites in the Holy Land. In Egypt, they stayed in
Alexandria and Cairo, having visited Saqqara and Giza, climbed the Great Pyramid, but
among other sights, also spa San Stefano in Alexandria and ostrich farm in Heliopolis. The
itinerary is very similar to the other early travellers from Slovak part of the monarchy to
Egypt. The importance lies again, as in the case of travelogues authored by Šustek and
Roháček, in the evidence of the low-cost means of travelling in the early 20th century.

Keywords:

Slovak Travelogue
Holy Land
Egypt
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Jurij Trunk – a Slovenian Priest’s Travel in Egypt 1906
Jaro Lajovic
Ljubljana, Slovenia

Jurij Trunk was born in Carinthia in 1870, studied theology, was ordained in 1895 and

thereafter served as a priest in various Carinthian parishes. A few years after the end of
the World War I he emigrated to the USA where he spent the rest of his life, dying in San
Francisco, California, in 1973, aged 102.
At the very beginning of the 20th century, Trunk made several travels: in 1906 he visited
Egypt and the Holy Land, while in 1909 and 1910 he made three visits to the USA. All
these travels are reported in his books “Na Jutrovem” (“In the Orient”, 1911), “Amerika
in Amerikanci” (“America and the Americans”, 1912) and “Quer durch Amerika” (“Across
America”, 1915).
In the first part of the first book he shares thoughts and impressions from six weeks in
Egypt (the rest of the volume is dedicated to the journey through the nowadays Israel,
Lebanon and Syria). His narration is vivid, colourful and attentive, descriptions attractive
and spirited. The reader is taken to Alexandria, Cairo, Helwan and surroundings. From
today‘s standpoint the reading is interesting not only as a »snapshot« of the contemporary
Egypt but also as a document of its perception by the author with his pronounced Christian
and European background.

Keywords:

Jurij Trunk
Egypt and Slovenia
Egypt in the Early 1900s
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A Unique Representation of Mumia Aegyptiaca in an
Eighteenth Century Pharmacy in Hungary
Éva Liptay
Budapest, Hungary

It was Count Charles Eszterházy, Bishop of Eger (1725–1799) who – in order to provide help

and support for the town against the regularly recurring epidemics – aided the Order of the
Merciful Brothers to establish in Pápa (northwestern Hungary) in 1757. The reconstruction
works of their hospital and pharmacy started in 1763. The new pharmacy occupied the
ground floor of the building, while the hospital worked on the first floor. Above the old
entrance of the pharmacy, a part of an original wall painting from 1782 can still be seen.
It represents a characteristic interior of a contemporary pharmacy. On the left side of the
composition a cloaked standing figure can be seen in a statue niche. The base of the statue
bears the inscription Mumia Aegyptiaca. The iconography of this unique representation
conveys an elaborated symbolism that reveals a surprisingly complex mixture of European
and local ideas about the ”exotic” and ”oriental”.

Keywords:

Mumia Aegyptiaca
Egyptomania in Hungary
18th Century Representation of an Egyptian Mummy
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Eosin Cat and Pyrogranite Sphinx - New Remarks on the
Egyptianizing Colors of the Zsolnay Factory
Eszter Feró & Andrea Fullér
Budapest, Hungary

When we are talking about Egyptomaniac tendencies in the applied arts, mentioning the

name of Josiah Wedgwood and in general, china manufacturing is certainly unavoidable.
Businessmen of the 18th – 19th centuries are not much different from their modern
representatives. Then and now, product diversification and the constant attempt to
provide the consumers with fundamentally new and unique avenues of taste, are essential
in a highly competitive trade. The Egyptianizing pieces were a nice and perfect addition
both visually and historically to the classical lines already being produced. Obviously,
Wedgwood set the stage for Egyptianizing tendencies in china manufacturing, that began
to bloom and continued to spread throughout Europe in the 19th century. In our joint
lecture (Eszter Feró – Andrea Fullér), based on our new research results, our aim is to
present and to prove that the Egyptionizing products of the Zsolnay Factory of the 19th
century were just as unique, fresh, and innovative as the Wedgwood ceramics in the
18th. The extensive and close relationship of the Zsolnay family with archaeologists and
collectors of the time, provided them the access to original Egyptian relics. At the same
time, using the new eosin glazing process and the pyrogranite ceramics opened whole new
possibilities.

Keywords:

Zsolnay
Egyptomania
Eosin
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The Amphora Ceramic Factory in Turn-Teplitz / TrnovanyTeplice and its Contributions to Egyptian Revival in Central
Europe
Ernst Czerny
Vienna, Austria

The Amphora ceramic factory in Turn/Trnovany in northern Bohemia was one of the most
successful and prolific producers of artistically advanced ceramics. Already in the late
19th century, it started to produce series of sculptures and decorated pottery in orientalist
style. In the new Republic of Czechoslovakia, Amphora created a large corpus of vases
decorated in Egyptian-Revival-Style. It has hitherto remained unnoticed, that this series is
among the largest “Egyptomania” productions of any Middle-European factory. The paper
will present first results of an ongoing research still in progress.
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Egyptian Affinity of Baron Francis Révay (1835–1914)
Jozef Hudec
Bratislava, Slovakia

Writing diaries was a very useful habit. Thanks to the diary of Count Joseph Zichy, details

of his visit to Egypt and Cairo in December 1875 were learned. After a performance in local
theatre, he met several compatriots from Uhorsko (Hungarian Kingdom), including Feri
Révay. The research focused on identifying this person. In a work of Slovak reviver, doctor
and author Gustav Zechenter-Laskomerský (1824-1908), there was a mention of Baron
Révay of Mošovce, who used to spend a lot of time in Cairo and had a young black servant.
Another work mentioned Baron Ferenc Révay (1835-1916), a bibliophile whose passion was
traveling and archaeology, especially the Egyptian one. The Budapest press also wrote that
he spent most of his time abroad, especially in Egypt. The search has indicated that Feri
was Baron Francis Xavier John of Nepomuk Maurice de Réva zu Szklabina et Blathnicza. He
became a full orphan at the age of twenty four and remained a bachelor. He certainly used
to visit Egypt in the 1870s and probably in the early 1880s. The Baron brought with him
home also ancient Egyptian monuments. From 1879 to 1881 he repeatedly donated the
National Museum in Budapest. Uncertainties regarding the time of his passing away were
also solved. The Baron died on December 17, 1914 in Budapest. He is buried in Mošovce, in
a forest, under a cross standing on a truncated pyramid. Researches in the family archive
might discover more details about the Egyptian period of his life.

Keywords:
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Aegyptiaca
Mošovce
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Alois Musil and Financing of Czech Orientalist Studies in
Prague
Adéla Jůnová Macková
Prague, Czech Republic

Professor

Alois Musil, Orientalist, Arabist, theologist, traveller and writer of popular
novels, is well known as an explorer of the Middle East, discoverer of Amra castle, and
as a founding father of the Oriental Institute in Prague. According to the recent research
of his correspondence, an incredible network of contacts, with scholars settled in high
positions at Learned societies, politics and state officials, was found. Alois Musil was not
only a receiver of donations and grants but also asked his „letter friends“ to donate money
or arrange a suitable job for his colleagues and students. In my study, I would like to
concentrate on (not only) Musil’s role in the creation of academic positions for Orientalists
as well as on the other possibilities that enabled orientalists to continue in the job they
dreamed about during their university studies. I would like to present the importance of
Alois Musil’s correspondence and the results of databases of correspondence among Alois
Musil, Czech orientalists and ministries.
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Ernst Sellin: Theologist, Excavator, Networker
Agnes Woitzuck & Felix Höflmayer
Vienna, Austria

With his excavations on Tell Ta’annek (Taanach), Tell es-Sultan (Jericho) and Tell Balata

(Shechem) Ernst Sellin was one of the pioneers of Biblical archeology. Born in 1867 as the
son of a protestant pastor in Germany, it was his time as a professor in Vienna that laid
the foundation for his future archaeological work. In his short time in Austria (1897-1908)
he was not only able to build up a network of private and government supporters that
would prove to be a valuable asset even after he returned to Germany, but also drew the
attention of an interested public. Despite this he is remembered mainly for his theological
work, which might also be owed to the fact that the final publication of his excavation in
Tell Balata fell victim to a bomb during World War II.
This presentation will give an insight into Sellin’s work as an excavator, the underlying
network of sponsors and a short outlook on the current and future research.

Keywords:

Ernst Sellin
Biblical Archeology
Research History
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Participants without paper
Lubica Hudáková
Vienna, Austria

Lucia Hulková
Vienna, Austria

Renáta Rábeková
Nitra, Slovakia

Katharina Streit
Vienna, Austria
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